Pie Pops

Simple recipes for sweet and savory bitesFrom the frozen treats we look forward to during the
hot days of summer to all-day suckers, hot dogs, and even cake, everything tastes better on a
stick. So why not pie? Pie Pops are just that, mini pies on a stick that will appeal to both
young and old alike. With simple recipes and ingredients that include sweet and savory
fillings, people of all ages will appreciate this simple, portable way to enjoy traditional
American classics such as: Apple, Razzleberry, Lemon Meringue, Chocoholic, and more.
Easy-as-pie!Marcie Ballard enjoys creating her own versions to add excitement and a delish
factor. With a desire to share her secrets on how to make these tasty treats, the best tip is: keep
it simple. She has a desire for sharing with friends or family how she made the tasty treats and
the secret she has learned is to keep it simple. Pie Pops is her first book. She lives in Utah.
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Everyones going to be passing around some of the sliced stuff so we have 30 ideas for pie
pops, your favorite filled dessert treat bite-size and - 7 min - Uploaded by The Bride
LinkLearn how to make pie pops for a wedding or any event. This DIY pie pops tutorial is
super - 6 min - Uploaded by Rosanna PansinoToday I made Pi Pie Pops to celebrate the
upcoming Pi Day! I really enjoy making nerdy themed The “Oh No” turned into “Oh Yeah!”
and JCs Pie Pops were born. From there, weve brought the joy and taste of your favorite
classic pies to a fresh, fun dessert If youve ever wished of an apple pie dessert you can eat on
the go, you must try our fun Apple Pie Pops! Instead of in slices, this treat serves apple pie on
a stick.The entertaining experts at share an easy-to-make pie pops recipe perfect for an
outdoor party.To make each pie pop, lightly press lollipop stick into crust round so that it rests
in center. Top each round with 1/2 teaspoon pie filling cover with second crust round. With
fork or lollipop stick, press around edges to seal. Brush tops of pops with beaten egg sprinkle
with sugar. - 1 minRecipe with video instructions: Enjoy mini key lime pies, graham cracker
crust and all, dipped Place lollipop stick in the center of the round, about 1/4 inch from the top
(where the filling ends). Top the round with another plain round and carefully seal edges with
your fingertips, especially around the stick. Place pop on baking sheet. Repeat with remaining
rounds, until all the pops are on the baking sheets. Apple Pie Pops – apple pie on a stick!
Apple Pie Pops. I have a bone to pick with Thanksgiving. It pretty much takes my food mantra
(everything The only thing better than a homemade pie? An adorable mini pie on a stick that
you dont have to share with anyone. Theyre perfect for Looking for a tasty dessert? Then
check out these delicious apple pie pops made using Pillsbury® refrigerated pie crust and
drizzled with glaze.Make your own crust, or use prepared refrigerated pie crust. Use fluted or
straight-edged cookie cutters to cut out the pops. Vary the filling based your favorite Pie Pops
origin is credited to Andrea Smetona, owner of Cakewalk Desserts in Laguna Niguel, CA. The
buzz generated during our giveaway Treat your family with these peach pie pops made with
Pillsbury® pie crusts – a wonderful dessert.
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